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Introduction
D0 collaboration, 2016: observation of a new particle X(5568) decaying into B0sπ±
10.1103/PhysRevLett.117.022003

B0s 5582±100 events
Significance 3.9σ

ΔR<0.3
Significance 5.1σ
NX = 133 ± 31
MX = 5567.8 ± 2.9 MeV
ΓX = 21.9 ± 6.4 MeV

Tetraquark candidate
consisting of 4 different
quarks
D0 measured:

fraction of B0s mesons coming from X decays

ρX =8.6±2.4%
ρX =9.1±3.1%
ρX =8.2±3.1%

pT(B0s) > 10
10<pT(B0s)<15
15<pT(B0s)<30
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Introduction(2)
LHCb does not see it ! (however, in different kinematic region)

87±62

-30±77

LHCb set an upper
limit:
D0:

ρX = 8.6±2.4%
ρX = 8.2±3.1%

pT(B0s) > 10 GeV
pT(B0s) > 15 GeV
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Search at CMS: selection and B0s signal
2012 data, 19.7 fb−1

μ+

B0s meson candidates are reconstructed
via the decays B0s →J/ψφ, φ→K+K−, J/ψ→μ+μ−
Require B0s vertex to be significantly displaced from
the PV, and its momentum to point from the PV

K−
K+
μ−
p

π+

B0s

p

Fit:
Double Gaussian with common mean +
exponential

Additional pion is selected from tracks forming the primary vertex
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B0s π± invariant mass distribution
To improve the invariant mass resolution, we use

No significant peaks, both in the signal and in sidebands B0s regions
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B0sπ± invariant mass distribution
By removing the requirement on M(K+K−) to be consistent with φ mass, we allow the
B0→J/ψK+π− decay to contribute to the reconstructed sample of J/ψK+K− candidates, into
the signal and right sideband of B0s
In this case, the B0s π± distribution shows peaks from the B**+→B0π+ decays, which have
exactly the same topology and very similar kinematics
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B0s π± invariant mass distribution
In order to obtain numerical constraints on X(5568), we fit the B0s π± mass distribution with a sum
of a smooth background function and a possible signal component
(Relativistic Breit-Wigner function convolved with the resolution from MC)
The signal yield is consistent with zero

Different cross-checks include changes of the event selection (kinematic and reconstruction quality
requirements), fit function, fit region, estimation of background from B0s sidebands, X signal
sidebands, or simulation. In every case the signal yield is consistent with zero.
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Upper limit on ρX
ρX is a fraction of B0s mesons produced from X(5568) decays

An upper limit is ρX < 1.1 % at 95% C.L.
All the procedure is repeated with pT(B0s )>15 GeV, yielding the limit ρX < 1.0 % @ 95% C.L.

Comparison with the results of other collaborations:

The obtained limits are the strongest and contradict to the D0 collaboration
result, thus not confirming a tetraquark candidate X(5568)
8

Upper limit as a function of mass and natural width of
an exotic state decaying into B0s π±
We need also pion reconstruction efficiency and the invariant mass resolution as functions of mass

Obtained 95% upper limit on ρX
as a function of mass and
natural width of an exotic state
decaying into B0s π±
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P-wave B0s states

Orbital

momentum L

Total angular momentum
of light subsystem j
j = L ± 1/2

Total angular momentum

J = j ± 1/2

J=2
j = 3/2

L=1

± 1/2

± 1/2

j = 1/2

J=1
J=1

±

1
/2

J=0

Unobserved
Predicted masses
are usually below
B+K– threshold

The decay Bs1 → B+K– corresponds to (in JP) 1+ → 0–0– and is forbidden
The decay Bs1 → B*+K– corresponds to (in JP) 1+ → 1–0– and 3/2– → 1/2+ 0– in jp
In HQET jp is also conserved ⇒ it cannot proceed in S-wave; but can proceed in D-wave.
Similarly, B*s2→B+K– and B*s2→B*+K– decays are expected to proceed in D-wave.
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Previous results on P-wave B0s states
observed and studied only by CDF, D0, and LHCb, only in B+K– channel

Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 151803 (2013)

Phys. Rev. D 90, 012013 (2014)
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Study P-wave B0s states at CMS
• Study the B+K− final state: measure masses, mass differences,
natural width (using B+→J/ψK+)
• Search for the decays into B0K0S (using B0→J/ψK+π−)

π−

μ+

μ+

K+
μ−

p

K−

B+

π+

π−

K0S

p
p

B0

K+
μ−

p
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B+ invariant mass distribution

Modelled with triple Gaussian function with common mean for signal, exponential for bkg
additional small contribution to account for Cabibbo suppressed B+→J/ψπ+ decay

The B+ invariant mass resolution is consistent between data and MC
Effective resolution* is about 24 MeV
*
A small difference of ~3% is used in the estimation of the systematic uncertainties
Now combine B+ with a track from the same PV

CMS-BPH-16-003, Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) 939
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B+h– invariant mass distributions
To describe the signal B+K– invariant
mass distribution, we need to take into
account the reflections from excited
B0 decays into B(*)+π–
(see backup for details on the procedure)

CMS-BPH-16-003, Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) 939
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Shapes of reflections from B*0→B(*)+π− decays
in B+K− invariant mass distribution

The shapes obtained using
simulated events are
approximated with a product
of one-sided double-Gaussian
function and sum of two
Gaussian functions
CMS-PAS-BPH-16-003
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B+K– invariant mass distribution
Now we fit B+K– invariant mass
distribution:
3 D-wave RBW functions convolved
with resolutions
+ (x-x0)a • Pol6(x) for background,
x0 is threshold value

+ contributions from excited B0
(shapes fixed to MC, yields fixed to the fit results
to the B+π– invariant mass distribution)

CMS-BPH-16-003, Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) 939
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B0→J/ψK+π− invariant mass distribution
Triple Gaussian with common mean
Exponential
Double Gaussian (2nd is asymmetric)

The resolution parameters and the shape of K↔π swapped component are fixed from
simulation (see backup)
Fraction of swapped component with respect to signal = (18.9±3.0)%
in the B0 signal region of ±2σ
CMS-BPH-16-003, Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) 939
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B0K0S invariant mass distribution
6.3σ

Fit:
o 3 D-wave RBW functions
convolved with resolutions

o (x-x0)a • Pol1(x) for bkg,
x0 is threshold value

First observation !

3.9σ

o 3 contributions from K↔π swap
(yields fixed relative to signal: S*0.189)

First evidence!

CMS-BPH-16-003, Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) 939
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Measuring BF ratios
Ratio of the signal
yields in data

Ratio of total
efficiencies ~16
from MC

Known branching fractions from PDG

Formulae and efficiencies ratios for all 6 measured ratios are in backup
CMS-BPH-16-003, Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) 939
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Sources of systematic uncertainty
Systematic uncertainties in the branching fraction ratios, mass differences and Г, are related to:

separate uncertainties related to the fits of B+π–, B+K– and B0K0S invariant mass distributions;
largest deviation of the results under changes of the fit model is used as systematic uncertainty

7.8% since 2 more tracks to reconstruct in B0K0S final state

➢ Mass resolution
largest change of the resulting ratios under simultaneous variations of resolution by ±3%

➢ Fraction of K↔π swapped component
largest change of the resulting ratios under variations of this fraction by ±3%

➢ Uncertainty on mB*-mB

largest change of the resulting ratios under variations of mB*-mB by ± PDG uncertainty

➢ Non-K* contribution in B0→J/ψK+π− decay
estimated by fitting background-subtracted K+π− invariant mass distribution

➢ Possible detector misalignment
estimated using additional MC samples with distorted detector geometries

➢ Finite size of the simulation samples
uncertainties in efficiencies = N_reconstructed/N_generated
CMS-BPH-16-003, Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) 939
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Results
Uncertainties here are, respectively, statistical, systematic, related to PDG uncertainties
Theory: 0.42-0.46
arXiv:1202.1224,
arXiv:1607.02812

new

Theory: 0.23-0.46

new

arXiv:1202.1224,

LHCb 0.093±0.013±0.012
CDF 0.10±0.03±0.02
new

LHCb 0.232±0.014±0.013

new

Results are in agreement with existing measurements of LHCb and CDF

CMS 2018: CMS-BPH-16-003, Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) 939
LHCb 2013: doi:10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.151803
CDF 2014: doi:10.1103/PhysRevD.90.012013
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Results
new

new

Comparison to previous measurements
M(B*s2)–M(B+)–M(K–)

M(Bs1)–M(B*+)–M(K–)

Γ(B*s2)

LHCb

67.06±0.12

10.46±0.06

1.56±0.49

CDF

66.73±0.19

10.35±0.19

1.4±0.44

CMS

66.87±0.12

10.45±0.11

1.52±0.43

Consistent with existing measurements of LHCb and CDF

CMS 2018: CMS-BPH-16-003, Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) 939
LHCb 2013: doi:10.1103/PhysRevLett.110.151803
CDF 2014: doi:10.1103/PhysRevD.90.012013
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Results
We also measure the mass differences between neutral and charged B(*) mesons:

new

The first mass difference is known with much better precision: (0.31±0.06) MeV [PDG]
while there are no measurements for the second one.
We present a new method to measure these mass differences!
It may become very precise with more data

CMS-BPH-16-003, Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) 939
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Summary

Phys. Rev. Lett. 120 (2018)

No X(5568) signal is found
upper limit is set on the fraction of B0s mesons produced from X(5568) decays:

ρX < 1.1 % at 95% C.L
This is the most stringent limit to date, and it contradicts to the D0 result
Upper limit is also set as a function of mass and width of exotic state
Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) 939

First observation (6.3σ) of the B*s2→B0K0S decay
First evidence (3.9σ) for the Bs 1→B*0K0S decay
Measure 4 BF ratios

,

Measure 2 BF x σ ratios

,

,

,
,

Measure 6 mass differences, 2 masses and the natural width
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

M(B*s2)–M(B+)–M(K–)
M(Bs1)–M(B*+)–M(K–)
M(B*s2)–M(B0)–M(K0S )
M(Bs1)–M(B*0)–M(K0S )
M(B*s2)

(new)
(new)

✓
✓
✓
✓

M(Bs1)
M(B0)–M(B+)
M(B*0)–M(B*+)
Γ(B*s2)

(new)
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Thank you !
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Overview
First
observation!

First evidence!

B+ is reconstructed in J/ψK+ channel
B0 is reconstructed in J/ψK+π– channel
“Reflections”:
From B**→B(*)+π– in B+K– channel,
From K↔π swap in B0K0S channel,

yields fixed from the fit to B+π– invariant mass;
yields fixed relative to the signal yields

We also measure masses, mass differences and Γ(B*s2) in these decays

CMS-BPH-16-003, arXiv:1809.03578
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CMS-BPH-16-003,
Eur. Phys. J. C 78 (2018) 939

Summary of
all reported
measurements

Highlighted in
yellow are the first
measurements
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BACKUP
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Data and event selection
2012 dataset (19.6 fb−1), trigger optimized to select B → J/ψ… decays, where J/ψ→μ+μ−

B+ (B0) candidates obtained combining J/ψ with 1(2) tracks: B+→J/ψK+ and B0→J/ψK+π−
B meson vertex required to be displaced from the PV in the transverse (xy) plane
B meson momentum required to point to the PV in the xy plane

B+K– channel:
Prompt K– selected to come from the same pp interaction as the B+

B0K0S channel:
M(K+π–) in ±90 MeV from K*(892) mass,
M(K+ K–) > 1.035 GeV to cut out B0s→J/ψφ
K/π mass assignment: chose the candidate closer to K*(892) mass
K0S is build from displaced 2-prong vertices
K0S momentum required to point to PV in the xy plane
more details: see backup
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B+π– invariant mass distribution
To obtain yields of these reflections,
we fit B+π– invariant mass distribution:
3 D-wave RBW functions convolved
with resolutions (from MC)
+ (x-x0)a • Polm(x) for background,
x0 is threshold value, Polm(x) is polynomial of degree m
( )

+ (small) contributions from Bs*1,2
CMS-PAS-BPH-16-003

In the baseline fit, masses and natural
widths of excited B0 states are fixed to PDG
The fit returns yields of about
8500, 10500 and 12000 events for the
B*2→B+π−, B*2→B*+π−, and B*1→B+π− decays,
respectively
CMS-BPH-16-003, arXiv:1809.03578

Shapes from
simulation
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Common selection for B+ and B0

Data and event selection
2012 dataset (19.6 fb−1), trigger optimized to select B → J/ψ… decays
Muons matched to trigger; pT(μ±) > 3.5 GeV/c, |η(μ±)| < 2.2
Standard CMS “high purity” tracks, pT > 1 GeV
Pvtx(B)
> 1%
PV is chosen as the one with best pointing angle
Lxy/σLxy (B) > 5.0
cosαxy
>0.99 (B momentum points to PV in xy plane)
B mass in ~±2σeff from PDG

B+K– channel: K– is chosen from PV track collection
B0K0S channel:
M(K+π–) in ±90 MeV from K*(892) mass,
M(K+,K–) > 1.035 GeV to cut out B0s→J/ψφ
K/π mass assignment: chose the candidate closer to K*(892) mass
K0S is build from displaced 2-prong vertices
cosαxy
>0.999 (K0S momentum points to PV in xy plane)
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B+K– signal extraction logic
Fit to B*0 →B+π– MC samples
to obtain signal resolutions
Fit to B(s*1),2→B+K– MC samples
to obtain reflection shapes
(if reconstructed as B+π–)

Fit to B+π– invariant mass distribution in
data, with signal resolutions from MC and
fixed shapes of reflections from B(s*1),2→B+K–

Yields of B*0 →B+π– contributions

Fit to B*0 →B+π– MC samples
to obtain reflection shapes
(if reconstructed as B+K–)
Fit to B(s*1),2→B+K– MC samples
to obtain signal resolutions

Fit to B+K– distribution in data, with
• reflections from B*0 shapes and
yields fixed
• Signal resolutions fixed to MC

Signal yields, mass differences, Γ
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The shapes of reflections from B0s1,2 decays in B+π− invariant mass

Product of a Gaussian
function and 1-sided
Gaussian function

CMS-PAS-BPH-16-003
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The shapes of reflections from B0* decays in B+K− invariant mass

Product of a double-Gaussian
function and double 1-sided
Gaussian function

CMS-PAS-BPH-16-003
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B0 invariant mass distribution (MC)
B0 is reconstructed in the decay to J/ψK+π–, where kaon and pion can be misidentified
(swapped) in the reconstruction. The selection requirements are
M(K+π–) in ±90 MeV from K*(892) mass,
M(K+,K–) > 1.035 GeV to cut out B0s→J/ψφ, as in P5’ analysis
K/π mass assignment: as in P5’ , chose the candidate closer to K*(892) mass
We use MC to obtain the signal resolution and shape of K↔π swapped component:

Triple Gaussian

Gaussian +
Bifurcated Gaussian

CMS-PAS-BPH-16-003
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B0 invariant mass distribution
Triple Gaussian with common mean
Exponential
Double Gaussian (2nd is asymmetric)

The resolution parameters and the shape of K↔π swapped component are fixed from
simulation (see backup)

CMS-PAS-BPH-16-003
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Systematic uncertainties in the branching
fraction ratios

Systematic
uncertainty in %

Systematic uncertainty in %

CMS-BPH-16-003, arXiv:1809.03578
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Systematic uncertainties
Four mass differences obtained from the fits

allow to measure the mass differences between neutral and charged B(*) mesons:

Additional systematic uncertainties are related to
> Shift from reconstruction: values obtained from the reconstructed MC differ a bit from those in the generation
configuration. Our measurements are corrected by these shifts, and value of each shift is used as systematic uncertainty.

> Detector misalignment: 18 additional MC samples for each measurement are produced with differently distorted
detector geometry, and maximum deviation from the case of no misalignment is taken as systematic uncertainty.

CMS-BPH-16-003, arXiv:1809.03578
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B0K0S signal significance
Estimated using likelihood ratio of fits with and without signal component
P = TMath.Prob(Log LS – Log L0 , 1)
Signif = √2 ∙ Tmath.ErfcInverse(P)
where
L0 corresponds to fit with signal
LS corresponds to fit without signal
For these fits, systematic uncertainties of resolution and fraction of swapped component
are included as Gaussian constraints in likelihood; Mass and Γ uncertainties from PDG
are as well Gaussian-constrained
Obtained significance is:
6.3σ for the B*s2→B0K0S decay
3.9σ for the Bs1→B*0K0S decay
They vary in [6.3, 7.0]σ and [3.6, 3.9]σ with variations of fit range and bkg model
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Measured BF ratios
CMS-BPH-16-003, arXiv:1809.03578
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Relative efficiencies

Their uncertainties are used as systematic uncertainties

CMS-BPH-16-003, arXiv:1809.03578
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CMS experiment
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